Abstract: This article after introducing fuzzy dual numbers, functions and functionals establishes necessary conditions for the optimization of fuzzy dual functionals before considering fuzzy dual optimal control problems. In a first step an extension of Euler's necessary condition for the extremum of a fuzzy dual functional is established and then necessary conditions for fuzzy dual optimal control are developed.
Introduction
Classical optimal control theory based on calculus of variations [1] , has played an important role in the design of many modern systems and the understanding of the conditions for their optimal operation. In many situations, real systems are submitted to perturbations which are not completely known, generating uncertainty in their future behavior when controls computed from nominal values are applied. Stochastic optimal control [2] has been developed with acceptable success only in the case of linear systems with a quadratic performance criterion. This approach to be effective needs precise order two statistics for initial state variables and for perturbations along the whole optimization horizon, and it is often not possible to get accurate values for these parameters. Fuzzy optimal control has been also investigated and diverse approaches have been developed mainly based on Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy models leading in general to fuzzy control design based on the parallel distributed compensation (PDC) scheme incurring the need for large fuzzy control rule sets [3] . More recently, an attempt to extend the calculus of variations to fuzzy optimal control has been developed in the context of fuzzy mappings parametrized by the left and right functions of their α-level sets [4] . In that case a straightforward extension of calculus of variations leads to the establishment of necessary optimality conditions. However, an important limitation of this approach is that fuzzy optimization is based on a partial ordering of fuzzy numbers.
In this paper another approach is developed to cope with fuzzy optimal control. Here a connection is established between dual numbers encountered in the design and analysis of kinematics for mechanical systems [5] and triangular fuzzy numbers, i.e, real intervals for which total orders can be adopted. Here the dual part of dual numbers is associated with the basis of a triangular fuzzy number and different total orders can be considered between these fuzzy numbers [6] . Then fuzzy dual functions, fuzzy dual functionals and fuzzy dual differential equations are introduced. This open the way to establish necessary conditions for the extremum of fuzzy dual functionals and through the introduction of a fuzzy dual
Fuzzy Dual Numbers
Here we introduce the basic definitions concerning dual numbers and fuzzy dual numbers while some elements of dual number calculus are considered. More details about fuzzy dual calculus can be obtained in [7] . Then total, partial, weak and strong orders between fuzzy dual numbers are introduced.
Dual Numbers and Fuzzy Dual Numbers
The set of dual numbers  is the set of R 2 with specific addition (+) and multiplication (  ) laws given by:
The set  has a structure of an unity commutative ring with respect to these two laws. Its unitary element is (1,0). The dual number
is nilpotent of order two with respect to multiplication, then  has divisors of (0,0) and it is not an integral ring. The subset of ,  
, is a sub-ring of  and is isomorph to R. The adopted notation for a dual number ) , ( y x of  is in this paper is y x   where given by:
Then the set of fuzzy dual numbers can be seen as the set  of dual numbers of the form
where a is the primal part and b is the dual part of the fuzzy dual number. Here a is its mean value, the most probable of the fuzzy number according to its triangular membership function, while b 2 is the size of its basis or uncertainty interval. A crisp fuzzy dual number is such as b is equal to zero.
Fuzzy Dual Orders
When considering optimization problems we will be naturally led to compare numbers, here fuzzy dual numbers, and the above definition provides different ways to compare them according to what is pursued through the optimization. Different weak total orders can be defined over  , one is relative to the mean value of the fuzzy dual number, the mean order is such as:
others are relative to their extreme values. The minimal order is such as:
while the maximal order is such as:
A strong partial order can be defined over  for non-overlapping fuzzy dual numbers:
Fuzzy Dual Functions
Here after introducing classical properties for a function f of a dual variable y x   , the differentiability issue is considered, leading to the definition of a fuzzy dual function.
A function f of a dual variable y x   is such as:
where  and  are two functions of the real variables x and y. This function has a limit equal to 
Then q p   is the value of the derivative of f at
and the function of the dual variable defined
is the derivative function of f over . We can write also:
and comparing with (12), it appears that: 
whose fuzzy dual derivative is given by:
Relation (16) can be generalized to a fuzzy dual function f of n dual variables
Fuzzy Dual Euler's Equations
In this section we introduce a fuzzy dual version of the Euler's optimization problem considering first the unconstrained case and then the constrained one where necessary optimality conditions, the fuzzy dual Euler equations are established.
Fuzzy Dual Euler Equation: The Unconstrained Case
Consider a fuzzy dual functional given by:
where x and y are real vector functions of R n and x  and y  are their derivatives and f is a fuzzy dual function. The problem considered here is to find extremums of ) , ( y x J which can be rewritten as:
The fuzzy dual variation of J is now given by:
can be written:
the fuzzy dual variation can be rewritten as:
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Considering that the deviations at times t 0 and t f are equal to zero, the non-integral terms vanish from the above expression:
A necessary condition to have an extremum for a real valued functional is that its variation must be zero [9] . This can be easily transposed to the present case by considering the mean, the minimal and the maximal extremums of a functional.
Constrained Optimization Problems
Going a step further, we consider the case in which the previous optimization problem is subject to m constraints according to the fuzzy dual expression:
where
is the zero real vector function of R m and
, is a bounded real function of R m , eventually the zero real function. Expression (29) can be rewritten as: (26) where G x is the Jacobian of g. Here we introduce a fuzzy dual Lagrange multiplier written
, to build the augmented fuzzy dual functional:
with:
and
The fuzzy dual variation of the augmented functional which is associated to deviations 
and   is now given by:
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The necessary condition to have a mean extremum for J is given by the classical Euler equation applied to function r:
The necessary conditions to have a minimal extremum for J are given by the augmented Euler equations:
The necessary conditions to have a maximal extremum for J are given by the augmented Euler equations:
while conditions (26) must be satisfied.
Fuzzy Dual Optimal Control Problems
In this section we consider a class of optimal control problems where the system to be controlled is subject to perturbations whose uncertainty is imbedded in a fuzzy dual function representing the dynamics of the considered process to be controlled. Let the formulation be given by:
where the state dynamics of the process are such as: 
Conclusion
In this paper a new approach has been developed to cope with uncertain optimal control problems. First a connection has been established between dual numbers encountered in the design and analysis of kinematics for mechanical systems and triangular fuzzy numbers for which different total orders have been considered. Fuzzy dual functions, fuzzy dual functionals and fuzzy dual differential equations have been introduced, leading to the formulation of fuzzy dual optimal control problems. Adopting a variational approach, fuzzy dual Euler's necessary conditions have been established, then the introduction of a fuzzy dual Hamiltonian allows to establish necessary conditions to be satisfied by the solution of a fuzzy dual optimal control problem. Finally, the fuzzy dual performance of the solution is characterized. The developed approach by handling fuzzy dual numbers presenting only two parameters limits the computational burden associated with fuzzy optimal control problems and should allow to treat large uncertain optimal control problems.
